Vueling has added the route between Milan Bergamo and Paris Orly to its summer 2022 programming, covering the period from 26 March to 29 October. The confirmation has come from the Spanish airline, which has been successfully running the route since its inauguration on 2 November 2021. The maintaining of the route can be related to the growing levels of approval for Vueling expressed by passengers travelling to and from Milan Bergamo Airport in relation to on-board comfort and punctuality.

Vueling operates flights on the route three times per week, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays, and has assigned the route - for this winter period - to an Airbus A330 with 317 seats.

“The decision taken by Vueling is an important move for our airport, confirming the success of the collaboration that began last autumn and that is seeing a development and strengthening of routes of high strategic value - stated Giacomo Cattaneo, Director of Commercial Aviation for SACBO -. As highlighted during the inaugural flight for Paris Orly, this route to the French capital’s second airport allows passengers to take advantage of the convenience and the efficient connections to and from the hub. We are also certain that the route will see high traffic in the future in the run-up to Bergamo and Brescia’s joint role as Capital of Culture 2023”.
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